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iLogos Game Studios has put on the table its 16 years           
of experience bringing game titles to life for the world’s          
top game companies…to announce a brand new division:       
iLogos Web3 Gaming!

WHO WE ARE

This is a division that works as an external development 
partner to WEB3/Blockchain game developers                         
and publishers and helps them go the way from an idea              
to an engaging game in a smooth and seamless 
fashion, using the industry best practises in game 
design and balancing, development, art production  
and live operations.



WEB3 AND CRYPTO GAME 
TYPES WE ARE EXPERTS IN:

that keep your players involved by letting 
them create new stronger objects using 
the basic ones from your game

Breeding games

that drive your players more fun and interaction 
through letting them collect and exchange            
the unique NFT items with each other

Collect & trade games

that let your players enjoy finding                           
and developing digital content

Search & develop games

that unleash the players' creativity through 
letting them play with the items they have 
created themselves

Create & play games*

*We are open to considering other types of WEB3 and crypto games, too!



HOW WE CAN 
HELP YOU



GAME DESIGN & PRODUCING

tokenomy crafting, testing and balancing

play2earn game balance

crafting the general product vision

creating user engagement and involvement patterns

With its extensive knowledge base built on the practical 
experience of working with over 460 game titles, iLogos offers 
the following game design services for NFT/Crypto games:



PRE-PRODUCTION SERVICE 
FOR CRYPTO GAMES

An amazing NFT game starts with a unique idea. And the more     
this idea is strengthened with the right groundwork at the 
pre-production, the more chances it has to become trending.

With iLogos pre-production 
service, you get:

Game Design Document – basically the game’s Bible 
describing   every game design and mechanics aspect         
of the future product

All the necessary technical documentation – 
architecture flowchart, development approaches, 
development standards etc.

Сomplete timeline and budget estimation for production 
of MVP/alpha/beta/soft launch/global launch

Art style Guide – documentation defining the visual 
direction for ingame elements



PRODUCTION SERVICE            
FOR WEB3 GAMES

Full production stages:

Prototype
Core Development         
and Art Production

Polishing MVP Soft launch

Alpha version

Beta Version

Content Integration

We adjust the development process and its stages to each game individually to meet your 
business goals. We understand how important it is to keep your audience posted when it 
comes to NFT games, so we build the process in a way we’ll be able to share pieces of the 
future game gradually.



Crypto GAME COMPONENTS

client-side development

server-side development

technical art

quality assurance

iLogos can support your future super hit from idea                 
to market with the engineering expertise thoroughly 
gathered in 13 locations across the key development 
hubs in the Central and Eastern Europe:



ART PRODUCTION

Establishing game content creation pipeline

Creating concept art

2D art

3D art & modelling

2D and 3D animation

VFX

UI/UX design

iLogos Art division includes over 110 art specialists 
working with a broad range of styles from casual/cartony 
to hard surface military AAA. The services include:



LIVE OPERATIONS

After your game is released, we build a LiveOps team    for 
you to scale up your game from an MVP                        or 
a soft-launch version.

LiveOps can include: 

Update of the Game Design Elements using 
Player’s Data Analysis

Run Game Sales and Online Events 

Content Production for Updates and New Features 
Development 

We provide LiveOps for 10 years and have provided this 
services to  Playrix, InnoGames, Rovio, Wooga, Two Dots, 
Sony Pictures, and many more.



THE SANDBOX

The Sandbox is the world’s most famous 
metaverse and community-driven platform 
where creators can monetize voxel ASSETS 
and gaming experiences on the blockchain.

The Sandbox

As a full-cycle vendor for building game experiences inside the metaverse, iLogos 
was responsible for building a game based in the IP of Galantis. It involved Voxel Art, 
Game Design and Producing services, and turned out into an exciting and fun game! 

In the experiences, players have to complete several quests and chase the 
mysterious character representative of the IP. As players walk through the 
experiences, they are able to follow the IP’s evolution and get unique NFT rewards 
upon the experiences completion. iLogos dedicated development team has made 
a thorough research of the IP history and significant works to deliver the gaming 
experience that truly reflects the IP’s identity.
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COLEPLAY ROBOTS

iLogos is a skilled and professional team, with essential blockchain 
game development knowledge, you can definitely rely your 
project on them and a get a stunning result.

Coleplay

This is P2P P2E fighting with a unique bot 
construction system where you can create your 
bot army from upgradable scrap parts. iLogos 
is responsible for full-cycle development that 
includes game design, producing, 
programming and art production. Once the 
demo is released, we’ll continue working with 
a minimal team till more fundraising.

Strictly Confidential, iLogos Game Studios, 2023
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TINY COLONY

Tiny Colony aims to combine multiple game 
genres in one project with unique pixelated 
visuals - base defense, isometric real-time 
shooter, turn base strategy, or online cinema. 
iLogos took on full-cycle production and 
leding the development from scratch to the 
demo version release. 

Tiny Colony

We were looking for professional crypto game developers and 
finally found them. We enjoyed our cooperation with iLogos from 
the very beginning and believe in our long term partnership. 
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BITBRAWL

This is a cross-chain platformer fighting game 
with strong community support of 55+ k 
active audiences.Fight with leaders from 4 
regions, or with over 40+ partnered NFT 
projects. iLogos is responsible for full-cycle 
development that includes game design, 
producing, programming and art production. 
Once the demo is released we’ll switch to the 
full DDT approach and continue working on 
the full version.

BitBrawl

Their dedication and work ethic. They didn't take no for an answer. 
They are a bunch of compassionate and dedicated individuals 
always looking to provide the best experience in web3 projects.
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MY NFT WARS

Play2Earn Ltd 
https://mynftwars.com/

My NFT Wars is a PlayFi RPG game 
developed by Play2Earn Ltd — the joint 
venture of award winner crypto collectible 
game developers Blockchain Cuties 
Universe and iLogos Game Studios.

My NFT Wars is an innovative open-market crypto-collectible 
game with a strong emphasis on RPG and strategy elements. It 
will run on IMX (ImmutableX), our main blockchain ecosystem 
partner with their full support, and with potential multi-blockchain 
integration depending on the MNW ecosystem demand.

My NFT Wars is a PlayFi RPG game 
developed by Play2Earn Ltd — the joint 
venture of award winner crypto collectible 
game developers Blockchain Cuties 
Universe and iLogos Game Studios.

Play2Earn Ltd My NFT Wars

My NFT Wars is an innovative open-market crypto-collectible 
game with a strong emphasis on RPG and strategy elements. 
It will run on IMX (ImmutableX), our main blockchain ecosystem 
partner with their full support, and with potential multi-blockchain 
integration depending on the MNW ecosystem demand.
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ABOUT US



projects
completed

1,500,000,000

460+ 100+ 300+ 16+

iLOGOS KEY NUMBERS:

returning
clients

dedicated
experts

years
in business

Total
game installs



Ukraine
Poland
Thailand
Germany
Cyprus

Armenia
Azerbaijan
Canada
Kazakhstan
Portugal

Spain
Turkey
Estonia
Hungary
Moldova

Montenegro
Switzerland
Uzbekistan
Albania
Croatia

Czech Republic
Denmark
Great Britain
Indonesia
Ireland

Latvia
Serbia
Turkmenistan
USA
Georgia

WE WORK AROUND THE WORLD



PROUD TO BE PARTNER OF:



We look forward
to working with you!

www.ilogos.biz

bizdev@ilogos.biz


